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Abstract This paper demonstrates the utility of an industrial control system
testbed that incorporates a universal, realistic, measurable, controllable
and reusable experimental platform for cyber security research and test-
ing. The testbed has a layered architecture that leverages physical de-
vices and emulation and simulation technologies. The testbed enables
researchers to create experiments of varying levels of fidelity for vulnera-
bility discovery, product evaluation and system certification. The utility
of the testbed is demonstrated via a case study involving an industrial
boiler control system.
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1. Introduction
Industrial control systems (ICSs) monitor and control processes in critical

infrastructure assets [12]. Due to their increased connectivity with corporate
networks and the Internet, industrial control systems are no longer immune to
cyber attacks. Indeed, in 2010, the Stuxnet worm demonstrated to the world
the seriousness of industrial control system vulnerabilities and the potential
threats [9].

In order to protect industrial control systems, it is important to conduct
cyber security research and testing to identify and mitigate existing vulnerabil-
ities [1, 7]. However, testing and evaluation of actual industrial control systems
are difficult to perform due to the uptime requirements and the risk of damage
to operational systems. Therefore, it is necessary to build suitable experimen-
tal platforms to develop and test cyber security solutions for industrial control
systems [9].
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Figure 1. Industrial control system reference model.

The emulation, physical devices and simulation for industrial control sys-
tems (EPS-ICS) testbed presented in this paper seeks to address this problem.
The testbed provides configurable fidelity using physical devices for core sys-
tem components, while emulating or simulating the other components. The
proposed solution is an inexpensive, albeit useful, approximation of an indus-
trial control system environment. Indeed, the EPS-ICS testbed strikes the right
balance between research requirements and construction costs.

2. Architecture
Figure 1 shows an example industrial control system reference model that

conforms to the ANSI/ISA-99 standard [5]. The architecture is segmented into
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four levels: (i) corporate network; (ii) supervisory control local area network
(LAN); (iii) control network; and (iv) input/output (I/O) network.

In the ANSI/ISA-99 standard, the corporate network level (Level 3) is re-
sponsible for management and related activities (e.g., production scheduling,
operations management and financial transactions) [11]. This level is con-
sistent with traditional information technology, including the general deploy-
ment of services and systems such as FTP, websites, mail servers, enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems and office automation systems. The super-
visory control LAN level (Level 2) includes the functions involved in monitor-
ing and controlling physical processes and the general deployment of systems
such as human-machine interfaces (HMIs), engineering workstations and his-
torians. The control network level (Level 1) includes the functions involved
in sensing and manipulating physical processes. Typical devices at this level
are programmable logic controllers (PLCs), distributed control systems, safety
instrumented systems and remote terminal units (RTUs). The I/O network
level (Level 0) includes the actual physical processes and sensors and actuators
that are directly connected to process equipment.

3. Testbed Construction
Industrial control system testbeds may be categorized as:

Physical testbeds that are constructed using replication methodologies.

Software (virtual) testbeds that are constructed using modeling method-
ologies.

Hybrid testbeds that are constructed using replication and modeling
methodologies.

A replicated testbed is a copy of a real system with the same physical de-
vices and information systems. An example is the National SCADA Testbed
(NSTB) of the U.S. Department of Energy [8]. Although a replicated architec-
ture provides the highest fidelity, building an identical replica of a real-world
system is usually cost prohibitive.

A software testbed uses modeling methodologies instead of actual physical
devices; it typically includes a physical process simulator, network simulator
and attack simulator. Such a testbed is a low cost solution for research fo-
cused on attacks on industrial control systems and the development of security
strategies. However, due to the absence of real components and devices, the
architecture provides low fidelity.

A hybrid testbed incorporates replicated devices and systems as well as
software models. The architecture provides a high degree of fidelity and is
also cost effective. The EPS-ICS testbed described in this paper is based on a
hybrid architecture.
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Figure 2. EPS-ICS testbed architecture.

4. EPS-ICS Testbed Architecture
Figure 2 shows the EPS-ICS testbed architecture. The architecture has four

types of components: (i) emulated components; (ii) physical components; (iii)
simulated components; and (iv) interface components. The industrial control
system of interest is modeled as a single testbed comprising emulated, physical
and simulated devices. Levels 2 and 3 of the ANSI/ISA-99 industrial control
system reference model are implemented using emulation technologies similar
to Emulab [2]. Level 1 of the reference model is implemented by replicating
physical devices while Level 0 is implemented using simulated mathematical
models of controlled processes developed with Matlab/Simulink.

Figure 3 shows the EPS-ICS network architecture. It is a dynamically con-
trolled construct, consisting of a measurable and reusable experimental envi-
ronment with switches, servers and other physical resources. The hardware
includes wired and wireless nodes. Note that the testbed effectively models a
corporate network (Level 3) and supervisory control LAN (Level 2).

The Level 1 control network is the core of the industrial control system
reference model. The EPS-ICS testbed incorporates physical devices in Level
1 to achieve high fidelity for research and testing requirements.
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The testbed uses Matlab/Simulink to construct Level 0 models in order
to reduce costs and reuse I/O layer components. This flexibility enables the
testbed to model a variety of controlled processes (e.g., steam boiler, storage
tank and heat exchanger).

The EPS-ICS testbed effectively replicates the interactions between indus-
trial control system components. Industrial control system components, such
as the corporate network and supervisory control LAN, may be implemented
as emulations or as physical components using the testbed interface. Thus, the
EPS-ICS testbed can provide varying levels of fidelity to meet diverse research
and testing objectives.
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Figure 4. Interfaces between physical and simulated devices.

Interfaces between emulated and physical devices implement communica-
tions using IP routing (e.g., routers, layer-three switches and wired/wireless
networks). Figure 4 shows interface communications between physical and
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Figure 5. Industrial boiler control system based on the EPS-ICS testbed.

simulated devices; special hardware between the devices enables data exchange.
Peripheral component interconnect (PCI) modules support full communications
between Matlab/Simulink models and external controllers.

5. Experimental Setup and Results
This section shows how an industrial boiler control system is constructed

using the EPS-ICS testbed.

5.1 Corporate and Control Networks
Figure 5 shows the experimental industrial boiler control system. The com-

puters in the corporate zone are used to simulate daily office activities and in-
ternal security testing. The Internet zone is used for external security testing.
Web servers and external DNS servers are deployed in the demilitarized zone
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(DMZ) for external communications (e.g., Internet connectivity). HMI servers,
SCADA servers and other production systems are deployed in the process con-
trol zone; they interact with field devices (e.g., PLCs). The process control
functionality is represented by physical and simulated devices corresponding to
the boiler system.

5.2 Industrial Boiler Control System Model
A Matlab/Simulink simulation model was developed by performing a com-

prehensive engineering analysis of an industrial oil-fired boiler. The control
of the oil-fired boiler simulation model is achieved by integrating PLCs and
RTUs in the industrial control network. The following sections describe the
mathematical models of the furnace, boiler drum, riser, downcomer and super-
heater [3, 4, 10].

Furnace Model. The mass balance, energy balance and furnace radiation
heat transfer equations are:

ṁf + ṁa − ṁg = Vf
d

dt
(ρg) (1)

ṁfQf + ṁaha − ṁghg − Qrht = Vf
d

dt
(ρghg) (2)

Qrht = αhdσψFlT
4
g ξ (3)

where ṁf is the fuel flow into the furnace, Qf is the fuel heat, ṁa is the air
flow into the furnace, ha is the air enthalpy, ṁg is the gas flow out of the
furnace, hg is the gas enthalpy, Qrht is the radiation heat transfer, Vf is the
furnace volume, ρg is the gas density, σ is the Boltzmann black body radiation
constant, αhd is the furnace emissivity, ψ is the furnace water degree, ξ is the
fouling factor, Tg is the gas temperature and Fl is the furnace area.

Boiler Drum Model. The upper section of the boiler drum contains steam
and the bottom section contains water. The liquid zone mass conservation, va-
por zone mass conservation, drum energy balance and drum liquid level equa-
tions are:

ṁw + (1 − x)ṁrc − ṁdcin − ṁpw − ṁec =
d

dt
(ρwV w

d ) (4)

ṁrcx − ṁs + ṁec =
d

dt
(ρsV

s
d ) (5)
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ṁwhw + (1 − x)ṁrchw + xṁrchs − ṁdcinhw − ṁshs − ṁpwhw

=
d

dt
(ρsV

s
d hs + ρwV s

d hw + MdmCdmTd) − JVd
d

dt
(Pd) + ṁechs (6)

V w
d =

1
3
πL2

v(3r − Lv) +
1
2
(L − 2r)r2(θ − sin θ) (7)

θ = 2cos−1(
r − L

r
) (8)

where ṁw is the feed water flow from the economizer, x is the steam dryness,
ṁrc is the steam-water flow in the riser, ṁdcin is the downcomer inlet flow,
ṁpw is the blow-down flow, ṁec is the dynamic evaporation flow, ρw is the
saturated water density, V w

d is the drum liquid zone volume, ṁs is the steam
discharge capacity, ρs is the steam density, V s

d is the drum vapor zone volume,
hw is the feed water enthalpy from the economizer, hs is the steam enthalpy,
Mdm is the drum metal quality, Cdm is the drum metal specific heat capacity,
Td is the drum temperature, J is the unit conversion factor, Vd is the drum
volume, Pd is the drum pressure, L is the drum length, r is the drum radius
and Lv = f−1(V w

d ) is the drum liquid level.

Riser Model. The riser contains both liquid and vapor. The liquid zone
mass conservation, vapor zone mass conservation, energy balance, metal energy
balance, average ratio of vapor per cross-sectional area in the vapor zone, liquid
zone accounted for in the riser length ratio, and steam volume in the riser
equations are:

ṁdcout − (1 − x)ṁrc − ṁevp − ṁecl =
d

dt
(ρwV w

rc ) (9)

ṁecl + ṁevp − xṁrc =
d

dt
(ρsV

s
rc) (10)

ṁdcouthdcout − (1 − x)ṁrchw − xṁrchs + Qrc =
d

dt
(ρsV

s
rchs + ρwV w

rchw) − JVrc
d

dt
(Pd) (11)

Qrht − Qrc = MmrcCmrc
d

dt
(Tmrc) (12)
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ϕrc =
k

1 + ρs

ρw
( 1

xs
− 1)

(13)

γrc =
ṁdcout(hw − hdcout)

Qrc
(14)

V s
rc = Vrc(1 − γrc)ϕrc (15)

where ṁdcout is the downcomer outlet water flow, ṁevp is the evaporation
generated by heat absorption, ṁecl is the dynamic evaporation flow, V w

rc is the
water volume in the riser, Qrc is the medium heat in the riser, hdcout is the
medium enthalpy at the downcomer outlet, V s

rc is the steam volume in the riser,
Vrc is the riser volume, Mmrc is the riser metal mass, Cmrc is the riser metal
specific heat capacity, Tmrc is the riser metal temperature, ϕrc is the liquid
zone steam section ratio in the ascending pipe and xs is the average steam
dryness in the vapor zone.

Downcomer Model. The downcomer preheats the water supply and re-
turns cool water to the bottom of the drum. The energy balance equation
is:

ṁdcinhdcin − ṁdcouthdcout =
d

dt
(ρwVdchdcout + MmdcCmdcTmdc) (16)

where ṁdcin is the inlet water flow, ṁdcout is the outlet water flow, hdcin is
the inlet water enthalpy, hdcout is the outlet water enthalpy, Vdc is the volume,
Mmdc is the metal quality, Cmdc is the metal specific heat capacity and Tmdc

is the metal temperature at the downcomer.

Superheater Model. The superheater increases the thermal energy. The
mass balance and energy balance equations are:

ṁsin − ṁsout = Vsh · dρ̄s

dt
(17)

Qg−Mmsh · Cmsh · dTmsh

dt
+ ṁsin · hsin − ṁsout · hsout = Vsh · d(ρ̄s · h̄s)

dt
(18)

where ṁsin is the inlet steam flow, ṁsout is the outlet steam flow, Vsh is the
superheater volume, ρ̄s is the inlet and outlet average steam density, Qg is
the heat release of the gas, Mmsh is the superheater metal mass, Cmsh is
the superheater metal specific heat capacity, Tmsh is the superheater metal
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Figure 6. Simulation model of the oil-fired boiler.

temperature, hsin is the inlet steam enthalpy, hsout is the outlet steam enthalpy
and h̄s is the inlet and outlet average steam enthalpy.

Figure 6 shows the oil-fired boiler simulation model implemented using Mat-
lab/Simulink. The boiler simulation model interacts with external controllers.
The resulting EPS-ICS testbed can be used for cyber security research and
testing.

5.3 Device Evaluation and Certification
Devices that are to be evaluated and certified interact with the EPS-ICS

testbed via a network interface or TAP device using Layer 2 access. Ta-
ble 1 shows some common testing devices that can interact with the EPS-ICS
testbed [13].

Researchers can select three EPS-ICS access points for testing: (i) Inter-
net zone; (ii) corporate zone; and (iii) process control zone. Figure 7 shows
an example attack path that includes man-in-the-middle, denial-of-service and
replay attacks. Table 2 lists the potential outcomes of and assessment [6].
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Table 1. Common testing devices [13].

Tool Availability Certification Critical Techniques

Achilles Commercial Achilles Certification Fuzzing, Storm, Monitor
Mu-8000 Commercial MUSIC Certification Fuzzing, Monitor
Defensics Commercial None Fuzzing
BreakPoint Commercial None Fuzzing, Storm
beSTORM Commercial None Fuzzing
Sully Free None Fuzzing

LoV

System 
Enumeration

Man-in-the-
Middle Testing

DoS-SYN 
Flood

Replay 
Testing

LoC PLoV+PLoC

Figure 7. Test procedures and results.

Table 2. Description of vulnerabilities [6].

Terms Device Under Test (DUT)

Loss of View DUT network stack no longer sends or
(LoV) processes legitimate network traffic

Loss of Control DUT process control functionality is
(LoC) disrupted

Permanent Loss of View Loss of view persists; manual intervention
(PLoV) is required to return DUT to normal state

Permanent Loss of Control Loss of control persists; manual intervention
(PLoC) is required to return DUT to normal state

The first step in the assessment is system discovery, which identifies infor-
mation assets, operating system types, service ports and running applications.
The second step involves a man-in-the-middle attack that tampers with the data
transmitted between host computers and end devices. The third step involves
a denial-of-service (SYN flood) attack that consumes end device resources. The
fourth step involves a replay attack that bypasses password protection, uploads
and modifies an end device program and disrupts system execution. Figure 8
shows the results of the assessment.
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6. Conclusions
The EPS-ICS testbed presented in this paper is designed specifically for in-

dustrial control system security research and testing. It seamlessly integrates
emulation, physical device and simulation technologies to strike the right bal-
ance between fidelity and construction costs. The industrial boiler control
system case study demonstrates the application and utility of the EPS-ICS
testbed for industrial control system evaluation and certification. Future re-
search will focus on the continued refinement of the EPS-ICS testbed, which
will involve developing new monitoring and analysis techniques, expanding the
applicability of the testbed and constructing a complementary cyber-physical
testbed.
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